Cyclic AMP, the hyperresponsiveness factor from hog kidney.
The isolation and identification of a material present in the plasma of hypertensive dogs and hypertensive human patients has been under study since 1972. The earliest experiments in relation to this work, noted that plasma from hypertensive dogs cause a hyperresponse to norepinephrine when both were administered by way of the vein. Employing a rat assay system that consisted of an anesthetized rat with polyethylene catheters in the vein for giving norepinephrine and the test fractions and a catheter in the artery for blood pressure monitoring, fractions from hog kidney were tested for hyperresponsiveness activity. The active material is very comparable to cyclic AMP in molecular weight, ultraviolet spectrum, paper chromatography, Enzyme hydrolysis and activity in the anesthetized rat system. This evidence indicates that the hyperresponsiveness factor of renal origin is cyclic AMP.